
Dvorak Conversion Labels

TYPING TUTOR LABELS             #223-312-0390             $14.95
LARGE PRINT TYPING TUTOR     223-312-0649               17.95

DVORAK CONVERSION LABELS     #223-312-XXXX   
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DVORAK CONVERSION LABELS & RE-LABELING 

Change to an alternate keyboard layout with our 
Dvorak Conversion Labels:  It won't surprise carpal 
tunnel sufferers that the QWERTY key arrangement was 
designed in 1873 to get in the way of typists!  (Mechanical 
typewriter key levers were prone to jamming and needed 
time to fall back down.)  Many experts believe that the 
standard American National Standards Institute (ANSI) 
X4.22 Dvorak keyboard configuration is one answer to 
making today's higher speed electronic typing easier.  With 
Hooleon Dvorak Conversion Labels, you get dual use of 
the keyboard:  the Dvorak legend is prominent in the upper 
left corner and the red QWERTY legend is small in the 
lower right, allowing QWERTY typists to use the keyboard 
as well.  The kit includes options for various brackets and 
symbols whose placement vary depending on conversion 
software used.  Dvorak is also available with a transparent 
base, for a right handed or left handed layout.   

Untangle your fingers a bit!
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U.S. Standard Alpha/Numeric Replacement Labels

RELACEMENT LABELS             #223-312-XXXX     		        

Keyboard Legend Replacements
If the print on the top of your original keys wear out
before the rest of your keyboard, particularly in
heavy use environments like factories, point-of-sale,
telemarketing, reservations and similar high use
computer-based businesses, try our U.S. Standard
Alpha/Numeric Replacement Labels.  The kit includes all
of the common legends required for a standard 101-key
IBM style keyboard.  This kit can also be used to make a
dedicated Dvorak layout.

Worn Keys?
Here's the answer!
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Learn to type faster with  the 
Typing Tutor label Kit!
These color coded labels are arranged so that each finger 
of each hand finds the correct keys by being prompted 
towards its own distinct color group.  This provides a visual 
check to make sure each finger isn't wandering over to 
incorrect keys as finger reaching patterns are established.  
Easy to apply, these labels come with a high-tack adhesive
which allows easy removal when no longer needed.�

Sales:   

1-800-937-1337
Admin:    

1-928-634-7515
Fax:        

1-505-253-4299

E-mail:

sales@hooleon.com

Internet:

www.hooleon.com

304 West Denby Avenue
Melrose, NM  88124 USA

Dvorak/Qwerty (fits most IBM)      	 0339            $ 14.95
Dvorak (white on black	 )	 	 0657      	   14.95
Dvorak (yellow & white on black)	 0716	 									             14.95	 	 		�
Dvorak (transparent/red) 	   	 	 0647                  9.95
Dvorak (transparent/white)  	  	 0658                  9.95  

Dvorak Dedicated Keyboard        #353-385-0110               $  39.95
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Black Print on Ivory Background      	 0382           $ 17.95
White Print on Black Background	 0674      	  17.95
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